
 
 

 

 
Position on tax 
 
At Nowos, we envision a global economy that uses business as a force of good. This economy is comprised of a 
new type of corporation, which is purpose-driven and creates benefit for all stakeholders. We aim to not only 
reclaim raw materials from Lithium-Ion batteries, but to reclaim them in a way that has a positive effect on our 
planet, people and profit. We aim to add value by treating used Lithium Ion batteries not as waste, but as a 
valuable material for re-creation: 
 

• We believe you should actually get paid for your used products! Recycling should be cheaper than 
digging materials from the ground. 

• Moreover, we believe the process of reclaiming raw materials should have no additional negative side 
effects on the planet and people, giving our earth and population a chance to regenerate! 

 
This asks of our partners and us to co-create a radically different process of reclaiming raw materials: more 
efficient, better in quality, with less negative side effects. This people oriented, environmental approach is also 
expressed in the company name: ‘NOWOS’, meaning a new common spirit, living again1.  
 
Our core activities include: 
 

1. Recycling of useful materials from urban waste (Urban Mining) and the facilitation of end-to-end 
circular and logistic processes in the field of Lithium Ion batteries (Reversed logistics); 

2. Providing advice and services with regard to all aspects of safe handling, legal rules and 
administration in relation to Lithium Ion and all other (logistic) processes concerning battery waste.  

 
Tax Position  
 
Nowos’s activities include a transparent relationship with (local) tax authorities. The five principles below 
describe the way we ascertain that we comply with applicable tax rules and regulation, pay a fair share of 
(local) taxes and are accountable towards our stakeholders in relation to tax.  
 
Nowos’s five principles regarding tax  
1. Legal and regulatory compliance: Nowos complies with local tax laws and regulations, taking into account 
the purpose and spirit of the relevant clauses.  
2. Abiding economic reality: Nowos pays its fair share of taxes in the countries where economic activities 
occur. 
3. Serving our mission: All activities, products and transactions of Nowos solely serve the main purpose and 
mission. Tax may never be the focus for an activity, product or transaction.  
4. Integrity: Nowos does not violate interests of stakeholders, including local governments.  
5. Transparency: Activities, product and transactions of Nowos should be reasonably explainable to our 
clients, (local) tax authorities and the general public, including their purposes.  
 
The five principles are applied through our internal policies and procedures. 
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1 "Nous" meaning “spirit” in Greek and “we” in French: our common spirit, we are in this together. 


